Ideation is the most crucial and the first step of almost any innovation process [1]. It starts with either identifying a problem or creating a need for any product/service development process. Ideation process can occur within or outside of the organisations’ endeavours. Nowadays, many firms have procedures and software to motivate and collect ideas internally. This is a very common approach for especially large companies as they do have an access to enormous human capital and resources. Considering external resources, open innovation, co-creation or crowdsourcing are popular concepts and approaches where companies interact with consumers, inventors and other organisations to enhance their innovation capability.

One of the most popular process in all open external approaches is to gather information from consumers for different stages of the innovation process. Many companies have structured systems, methods and targeted competitions to obtain valuable inputs from consumers about their existing products or potential innovations. One innovative approach and a cost-effective alternative to collect ideas from external resources could be based on a social media data such as Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. Social media is a great source to mine data especially if the required information is about consumers and products.

Twitter is one of the top social media platform where users can exchange short messages (tweets) up to 140 characters and can follow other users to be notified of their activity [2]. These tweets are shared with specific hashtags and half a billion tweets are generated every day from millions of Twitter users. Using social media based big data, it is possible to obtain information about consumers, trends, companies and technologies using text mining techniques. However, the data quality is one significant concern when it comes to the social media based analysis, especially in cases where semantic, text mining or natural language processing related approaches are used to retrieve information. The quality of the retrieved data from the social media can be enhanced if it is retrieved from specific resources with optimised techniques.

This paper aims to mine Twitter data to explore the trends and retrieve ideas for different purposes such as product development, technology and sustainability oriented considerations. The main approach of this study is to classify the tweets to be an idea or not. These retrieved ideas provide insights about expectations, problems or needs of consumers and organisations. The results also illustrates the reactions of consumers for technological developments. Tweets are retrieved based on specific hashtags using Twitter Search API. Various supervised and unsupervised classification algorithms are used to classify if a tweet is an idea or not. The classification algorithms are also compared for various validation metrics.

This study retrieves Twitter data from 2016 to 2018 containing different combinations of the hashtags #idea, #technology, #sustainability and #npd. Twitter data is mined to also illustrate the sector specific information such as the statistical results related to the distribution of ideas [3]. The sectors which have large number of ideas is considered for further sector based specific analysis. The sector based selection is used to increase the accuracy of the classification results.
The data is retrieved in the form of tweets from Twitter based on what consumers are saying related to ideas, technology, new product development (NPD) and sustainability.

After data retrieval, the data is cleaned to eliminate grammatical and spelling mistakes, and to eliminate unwanted URLs and characters using data cleaning and pre-processing methods such as stop-word removal, regular expressions, and lemmatisation. The cleaned tweets are categorised using classification methods such as SVM, Random Forest and Neural Networks [4]. For the semi-supervised method, we labelled some of our data using clustering and principal component analysis (PCA) techniques, while we also use a manually annotated dataset for classifying the tweets as “idea” or “no idea”. A comparison of these classification algorithms is completed to identify the highest classification accuracies. The results are visualised using a word cloud method to show popular words in tweets containing idea hashtags.

The results demonstrate that our method based on text mining and classification methods can extract ideas from consumers and is a great method to show technological trends [5]. In addition, this study illustrates the conditions where semi-supervised or unsupervised classification methods work the best. The quality and the accuracy of the results are increased when the data is retrieved from combination of hashtags and the classification methods are optimised for these specific hashtags. Companies and entrepreneurs can use this method to identify information for their product development activities.
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